
What are the latest features of the
Wondershare Recoverit 8.5
Losing data can be a quite horrific experience for anyone.However,with Wondershare Recoverit 8.5,it's
easy to get your problem solved.

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 加拿大, January 9, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The latest version
of the Wondershare Recoverit 8.5 comes with a lot of new and improved features that provide a
lot of extra benefits for its users. When compared with Recoverit 8.0, Recoverit 8.5 offers a lot
more. This new updated version serves as a great choice to use in recovering video files and
comes with two extra functions; Advanced Video Recovery and Video Repair. Both of these
functions offer something which is not commonly found among other tools. 

Recoverit is one of the most effective data recovery tools available today. It is compatible with
both Mac and Windows PC. The previous version of the tool; Recoverit 8.0 provided a simple, fast
and efficient way to perform data recovery on Windows and Mac Systems. It even features some
much-needed updates but this new version promises even more. 

What is the New Updates?

The newest features on the Recoverit 8.5 include Advanced Video Recovery and Video Repair.
The Advanced Video Recovery update allows users to recover videos by merging video
fragments. Video repair is used to repair damaged video and performs advanced repair for
seriously damaged videos by adding samples. These two new features can help users recover
even more videos. They also make it stand out from other recovery software in the market. 

1.	Advanced Video Recovery

After a video has been deleted and a user tries to recover it, but only finds out that the video
cannot be played. A regular data recovery tool would fail here. As a new feature of this
impressive tool, the Advanced Video Recovery is a great choice to deal with this problem. It
features 3 main advantages which consist of smart scan technology, video fragments merging
technology and deep scan technology. It is compatible with all major computer systems and can
ensure total recovery of deleted or lost videos, songs and photos which have been stored on
various devices. 

It adopts the use of an advanced data recovery algorithm. Advanced Video Recovery is capable
of improving the quality of the file recovered, recover files not recognized by the file system
metadata and recover files from an unknown file system such as HD, USB Drive and other forms
of removable storage devices. 

It's advantages include;

Smart Scan Technology. This unique tool can quickly locate and restore files that other data
recovery software may find difficult. It also helps to complete recovery tasks which may seem
impossible for other software such as merging video fragments. It offers you complete control
even when dealing with bad files or reformatted partitions. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://recoverit.wondershare.com/
https://recoverit.wondershare.com/data-recovery.html
https://recoverit.wondershare.com/video-repair-tool.html


Video Fragments Merging Technology. Merging video fragments can be more difficult than
restoring a single video stored on a disk. This video merging technology will look to identify the
different video fragments, retrieve to and arrange them in the correct sequence. 

Deep Scan Technology. This is a data module which makes use of a RAW searching technology. It
can really extend the file search in the system and uncover hidden file information. It's a
technology that was adopted to scan for files more deeply and ensure that all lost files can be
properly retrieved. Due to this raw technology, files can be recovered with their old names and
file structures. 

2.	Video Repair

This feature has been specially included to help users repair files that are corrupt or otherwise
inaccessible. This comes with some impressive advantages such as repairing multiple formats of
videos at the same time, reviewing repaired videos before saving them and supports the maim
video file format. The video repair feature consists of two modes namely; quick repair and
advanced repair. 

Where to get?

Uscompatible witness to this impressive tool by accessing the product's website. There you'll get
access to the version which is compatible with your system. 
https://recoverit.wondershare.com/
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